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EXECUTIVE IPAD MINI CASE
This is the premium iPad Mini case for the 
executive aviator on the go. Take it with you on 

land or in the air. Rotating case - view your iPad in landscape or portrait 
mode.  Landscape folding cover - the cover closes even in landscape 
mode .......................................................... P/N 13-12775 ...........$44.50

IPAD KNEEBOARDS – ACCESSORIES
THE APPSTRAP FOR IPAD

Converts the iPad or iPad2 into a pilot kneeboard. 
iPad™ instantly detachable from leg strap via 
Velcro™ joint. Great for flight crews who must 
share or stow device. Change between portrait 
& landscape effortlessly. Made of high-quality 
Aluminum & professional grade webbing.
For iPad 2, 3, and 4 & allows for power plug or 
GPS booster ............P/N 11-10399 ...........$73.75

IPAD AVIATION 
ACCESSORY KITS

This affordable accessories kit contains 
products you will need to start using 
your iPad in the cockpit. Our kit includes 
a Dual Universal XGPS150 receiver, a 
Genesis iPad nylon kneeboard and 
case, and a Lonestar 2 amp 12V/24V 
charger. We supply a premium charger 
which charges iPads, iPhones, iPods, 
etc. even during heavy use.

iPad 1 Kit .....................................................P/N 11-10452 .........$280.95
iPad 2 Kit .....................................................P/N 11-10453 .........$289.95G-FORCE MOUNT FOR APPLE IPAD

The G-Force GF260 iPad Mount is everything 
you need to re-take control of your cockpit and 
restore confidence to your passengers. Your 
passengers? You bet! What are they thinking 
while you’re fiddling with that thing in your lap.
The G-Force GF260 iPad Mount comes complete: 
with a custom-designed cradle, tailored to your 
iPad-1 or iPad-2, secured to the remarkable 
G-Force GF2 Twin base. In lab tests, the GF2 
Mount holds 53.25 gross pounds and withstands 
a shear force of 16.38Gs. In real time, that means 

one GF260 Mount Will Support Thirty-Nine iPads.
Rest assured, the G-Force iPad Mount will hold up your window to the 
world. User Guide included .........................P/N 11-10741 ...........$89.75

AIRGIZMOS IPAD PANEL DOCK
(GEN 1, 2, & 3)

If you need to mount your iPad in your plane this might be the 
solution you are looking for. The base mount is designed to 
be screwed to a panel using a standard instrument mounting 
holes. The iPad snaps in and is held securely.
 P/N 11-10830 ...........$80.75

APPSTRAP IPAD
GEL CASE 2/3

The original AppStrap now with a Gel case. TPU 
Gel Case. Fits the iPad2 & iPad3. Instantly share, 
stow or reposition ........P/N 13-12952 .........$60.75

APPSTRAP FOR IPAD AIR
This clip is approximately .75 inches thick. The 
original AppStrap archi-tecture now with a full 
skin instead of clips. Works well with both the iPad 
Air 1 and the new iPad Air 2. Product includes 
black, form-fitting protective gel case, adjustable 
leg strap and buckle, and 2 Tilt Pads for glare 
reduction and stability.
 P/N 13-15458 ...........$61.75

THE APPSTRAP 5
Fits most tablets ( 8” - 10” ) when used with large 
protective case ( Not Included )  Devices: iPad1-4, 
iPad mini, Fire 8.9, Galaxy 10.x, Nexus.  Cases: 
Otterbox Defender, Gumdrop Droptech, Griffin 
Survivor.  Larger clip accommodates most heavy-
duty cases.  Fits cases 3/4” thick or less 
 P/N 13-14753 ...........$64.75

ASA IPAD MINI / AIR ROTATING KNEEBOARD 
Designed by pilots for pilots, the high-
quality iPad Rotating Kneeboard is 
covered with soft, leatherlike material 
and features a wide hook-and-loop leg 
strap to hold the kneeboard in place 
during flight.
Inside, the rotating iPad frame holds 
the device securely and allows for 
360-degree rotation of the iPad. An 

easel is built into the kneeboard for adjustable tilted viewing, in and out of 
the cockpit. The power port is accessible with the cover closed, a window 
exposes the camera lens for easy picture taking, and a small elastic loop 
securely holds a pencil, pen or stylus.
Features: • Functional - Elastic strap makes for a secure fit in the cockpit; 
sturdy clips hold device in place • Versatile - Rotates 360 degrees to 
provide both profile and landscape options. Variable tilt feature allows for 
flat or pitched positioning in the cockpit or on the desktop • Multitasking 
Binder and Kneeboard - Window for camera. Elastic loop securely 
holds a pencil, pen or stylus. Strap kneeboard to your leg in profile or 
landscape position.
iPad Mini ......................................................P/N 13-22232 ...........$60.99
iPad Air ........................................................P/N 13-22233 ...........$60.99

EXECUTIVE IPAD 
KNEEBOARD KIT

This is the premium iPad kneeboard for the 
executive aviator on the go. Take it with you 
on land or in the air. This innovative, 3-in-1 
iPad mount can be used as a standalone, 
or be clipped onto a kneeboard band to 
be used as a kneeboard. Use the optional 
RAM adapter and clip onto your RAM mount 
without changing mounting cases! 

 P/N 13-12765 ...........$80.75

EXECUTIVE IPAD MINI 
KNEEBOARD KIT

This is the premium iPad Mini kneeboard for 
the executive aviator on the go. Take it with 
you on land or in the air. This innovative, 3-in-
1 iPad mount can be used as a standalone, 
or be clipped onto a kneeboard band to 
be used as a kneeboard. Use the optional 
RAM adapter and clip onto your RAM mount 
without changing mounting cases! 
 P/N 13-12766 ...........$64.75

EXECUTIVE IPAD CASE
This is the premium iPad case for the executive 
aviator on the go. Take it with you on land or in the 
air.  Rotating case - view your iPad in landscape 
or portrait mode.  Landscape folding cover - the 
cover closes even in landscape mode.
 P/N 13-12774 ...........$44.50

EXECUTIVE IPAD KNEEBOARD
KIT ACCESSORIES

Includes strap and Ram adapter.
 P/N 13-12776 ...........$25.50

MGF IPAD PRO 11 SPORT
KNEEBOARD / MOUNTABLE CASE 

The iPad Kneeboard/Mountable Case is the 
perfect aviation kneeboard, mount and everyday 
case for the iPad. It is designed for the pilot 
looking to secure their iPad to their leg or for the 
pilot that prefers to mount their iPad. The black, 
smooth polycarbonate adds protection and great 
feel to the iPad. Take your iPad from air to office 
to home. It is perfect for pilots of all aircraft. This 
product fits the iPad Pro 11”.
Mounts Sold Separately

Features: • Cockpit Ready • Quick Connect • 360° Rotation • Sport 
Mount Compatible .......................................P/N 13-22347 .........$155.75
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